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n Predictability affects online processing difficulty

> Lower predictability   à Higher processing difficulty
> Motivates: Surprisal theory [1-2]

n But……
> Information theory: Surprisal corresponds to information content [3]
> Language is often used to deliver newsworthy message [4]

n We ask:  What is the role of newsworthy messages in sentence processing?

Introduction
Predictability vs. Informativity



Hypothesis
Newsworthy message yields better memory representation

n Maybe, it’s about memory representation

> Lower predictability  à More cognitive resources in need  [5-6]
> Thus……memory representation is more robust against noise

n Test case:  agreement attraction effect



Test case: Agreement Attraction
The key to the cabinets are…

n Subject-verb agreement on number feature

e.g.  The key was rusty from many years of disuse.

n If there’s a distractor N in between

e.g.  The key to the cabinets {was/*were}…

> Production

…more likely to produce the ungrammatical “were” [7]

> Comprehension

…less likely to notice the ungrammatical “were” [8-9]

current study



Predictions
Memory precision in the agreement attraction effect

n Lower predictability on target N   à Weaker AA effect                       [Experiment 1]
> More robust representation of target N, less likely to be distorted

n Lower predictability on attractor N   à Stronger AA effect                [Experiment 2]
Assumption: Limited pool of cognitive resources

> More resources on attractor N, less resources to maintain target N

> Less robust representation of target N, more likely to be distorted

The key to the cabinets {is/*are}…
Assumption: The encoded memory representation of 
the target NP has been distorted, resulting in AA effect



Experiment 1
Lower predictability on target N à Weaker AA effect?

n Self-paced reading (n=194, items=32)

n 2 x 2 x 2 within-subject design
> Predictability of target N

> Grammaticality of the subject-verb agreement

> Attractor NP’s number feature

> Critical statistics:  Predictability x Grammaticality x Attractor

n Sample stimuli
> [typical target NP] The registered nurse/ who/ cared for/ the {widow/widows}/ definitely/ 

{was/were} reluctant/ to work/ long shifts. 

> [atypical target NP]    The illegal nurse/ who/ cared for/ the {widow/widows}/ definitely/ 
{was/were} reluctant/ to work/ long shifts. 

AA effect



Experiment 1

n Results 1a:  Binary categorization of predictability 

Lower predictability on target N à Weaker AA effect?

No evidence for the standard 
Gram x Attractor agreement 
attraction effect regardless of 
the predictability condition



Experiment 1

n Results 1b:  Surprisal of head N in subject NP generated by GPT-3 [10]

Lower predictability on target N à Weaker AA effect?

> Significant Gram x Surprisal interaction in 
the critical region for plural attractor

> Such an interaction was not detected for 
singular attractor

> No effect in the spill-over region



Discussion
Memory precision in the agreement attraction effect

n Lower predictability on target N   à Weaker AA effect                       [Experiment 1]
> We did observe weaker AA effect if higher surprisal on target N
> Support:  Newsworthy information yields better memory representation 

n Lower predictability on attractor N   à Stronger AA effect [Experiment 2]



Experiment 2

n A pilot experiment: Self-paced reading (n=60, items=16)

n 2 x 2 within-subject design
> Predictability of attractor N

> Grammaticality of the subject-verb agreement   à AA effect

> Critical statistics:  Predictability x Grammaticality

n Sample stimuli
> [typical target NP] The nurse/ who/ cared for/ the elderly widows/ definitely/ 

{was/were} reluctant/ to work/ long shifts. 

> [atypical target NP]    The nurse/ who/ cared for/ the happy widows/ definitely/ 
{was/were} reluctant/ to work/ long shifts. 

Lower predictability on attractor N à Stronger AA effect?



Experiment 2
Lower predictability on attractor N à Stronger AA effect?
n Results 2a:  Binary categorization of predictability 

No evidence for agreement attraction effect 
regardless of the predictability condition



Experiment 1

n Results 2b:  Surprisal of head N in subject NP generated by GPT-3

Lower predictability on target N à Weaker AA effect?

No evidence for Gram x Surprisal 
interaction neither in the critical 
nor in the spill-over region



Discussion
Memory precision in the agreement attraction effect

n Lower predictability on target N   à Weaker AA effect [Experiment 1]
> We did observe weaker AA effect if higher surprisal on target N
> Support:  Newsworthy information yields better memory representation 

n Lower predictability on attractor N   à Stronger AA effect [Experiment 2]
> The predictability/surprisal of attractor N does not modulate AA magnitude



Conclusion

> Linguistic unites with higher surprisal do yield more precise and robust memory 
representation

> Strategic allocation of limited memory resources to better encode unexpected but 
newsworthy information

> Predictability as a factor that can contribute to the variability of agreement 
attraction effect
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